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Classic Home Video Games, 1985-1988: A Complete Reference GuideMcFarland, 2009

	More than any other companies in the history of electronic gaming, Nintendo, Sega, and later Sony established video games as a lifestyle, a hobby that would endure beyond the “video game craze” of the ’70s. Following the Great Implosion of ’83, as the Age of Atari crumbled, game console and software sales tanked and...
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Crash Proof: How to Profit From the Coming Economic CollapseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The economic tipping point for the United States is no longer theoretical. It is a reality today. The country has gone from the world's largest creditor to its greatest debtor; the value of the dollar is sinking; domestic manufacturing is winding down - and these trends don't seem to be slowing. Peter Schiff casts a sharp,...
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Grinnell: America's Environmental Pioneer and His Restless Drive to Save the WestLiveright, 2019

	
		Winner • National Outdoor Book Award (History/Biography)

		Longlisted • PEN/Jacqueline Bograd Weld Award for Biography

	
		Before Rachel Carson, there was George Bird Grinnell?the man whose prophetic vision did nothing less than launch American conservation.

	George...
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Proofs of a Conspiracy Against All the Religions and Governments of EuropeKessinger Publishing, 2003
1798. This old book presents the proofs of a conspiracy against all the religions and governments of Europe carried on in the secret meetings of Freemasons, Illuminati and Reading Societies, collected from good authorities by John Robison, Professor of natural philosophy and Secretary to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, to which is added a...
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Managing Projects With Microsoft(r) Project 2000: For WindowsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A friend of mine, Allen, was the lead engineer in a highly creative team of computer chip designers. Allen reveled in the give-and-take of team brainstorming sessions and immersed himself in the design and development process of each new product. But despite loving his job, he’d often grumble, “I wish someone else could handle the...
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Head First PythonO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Ever wished you could learn Python from a book? Head First Python is a complete learning experience for Python that helps you learn the language through a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals, helping you understand how to be a great Python programmer. You'll quickly learn the language's...
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Tap, Move, Shake: Turning Your Game Ideas into iPhone & iPad AppsO'Reilly, 2011

	With the first Apple ][ it was very important for me to have a manual that would

	lead others to success and learning right from the get-go, even if the user had no

	relevant experience. That’s how we learn. We start entering code others wrote to

	see how it works and then over time we learn variations.




	One of my...
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Photoshop CS6 Unlocked: 101 Tips, Tricks, and TechniquesSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		This book is a resource for web designers who want to use Photoshop to create better-looking web
	
		graphics.
	


	
		When this book came out in 2006, it was one of the first Photoshop CS2 books that didn’t encourage
	
		you to use Photoshop’s generated HTML code. Instead, it saw Photoshop fundamentally...
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Windows Game Programming with Visual Basic and DirectXQue, 2001


	I’ve been fascinated by computer games for years. Some of my first experiences date back to

	the late 1960s when I was in junior high school. I was allowed to skip math class once a

	week to use an old teletype terminal. I spent hours punching a tic-tac-toe game written in

	BASIC onto paper tape so that I could play it when I...
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Relativism and Monadic TruthOxford University Press, 2009

	Relativism has dominated many intellectual circles, past and present, but the twentieth century saw it banished to the fringes of mainstream analytic philosophy. Of late, however, it is making something of a comeback within that loosely configured tradition, a comeback that attempts to capitalize on some important ideas in foundational...
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Advanced BlackBerry 6 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Carrying a BlackBerry used to speak volumes about a person. When you saw someone tapping at that wide keyboard with both thumbs, you could safely assume that the owner was a businessperson, and that the person’s time was so valuable that he or she couldn’t afford to be out of touch from the office for even a moment. Today, you can...
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Digital Photography Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Going beyond the standard fare of most digital photography  books, Digital Photography Hacks shares  the knowledge that professional photographers have learned  through thousands of shots' worth of experience and years of  experimentation.  With exquisite, full-color photos  throughout, the book presents 100 proven...
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